Dynamic stability training improves standing balance control in neuropathic patients with type 2 diabetes
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Abstract—Patients with type 2 diabetic neuropathy (DN) are at an increased risk of falls due to the decreased accurate proprioceptive feedbacks. Effective balance training should treat context-specific instabilities of postural control of patients with DN. For this purpose, evaluations and balance training were designed with a 3-week baseline with evaluation after 3 weeks, followed by training over 3 weeks with reevaluation. We acquired control scores for standing balance from the Biodex stability system and fluctuations of the center of pressure. We performed repeated measure analysis of variance to test mean differences in three sessions of assessments. In addition, we compared mean differences of each pair of sessions with the least significant difference test. We used the paired t-test to compare the pure effects of trainings. Our investigation showed that the results of Biodex stability scores and force platform medial-lateral sway measurements improved statistically. Significant higher open-eyes median and mean frequency values of postural sway in the medial-lateral direction indicated that balance training allowed patients to develop control over the degree of freedom at the hip joint. In conclusion, training that compensates for disordered balance indicated by subclinical constraints with respect to the guidance effect of external visual feedback improves standing postural control in patients with type 2 DN.
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INTRODUCTION

Patients with type 2 diabetic neuropathy (DN) are at an increased risk of falls. This increased risk is presumably due to the well-documented balance problems attributed to neuropathy [1] and sensory ataxia, which is the lack of accurate proprioceptive feedback [2]. Sources of instability in patients with type 2 DN include the loss or reduction of peripheral sensory information in the feet [3–4], the inability of the central nervous system (CNS)...
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to appropriately integrate available postural control information [2,4–5], and a switch from an ankle-based to a hip-based balance strategy [6–10]. In addition, an increase in the use of vestibular information and dependence on visual information [11] alter the style of postural control in patients with DN.

Stability can be defined as the sensitivity of a dynamic system to perturbations, and local stability is the sensitivity of the system to internal perturbations, such as natural fluctuations (e.g., changing muscle activity in response to gravity), that occur during posture [12]. The effects of these natural fluctuations were examined for evaluating different measures of postural sway [13]. Reported studies on patients with diabetes with neuropathic postural sway suggest relative deficits in their ability to maintain posture and indicate greater instability than that observed in patients without diabetes [7] and positive relation between postural sway and falling [14]. Also, studies of postural instability in patients with DN have indicated higher scores for postural stability indexes [15], speed, and area of sway [2,16]; higher center of pressure (COP) ranges [2]; higher root-mean-square values of the COP-center of mass (COM) variable [17] (time domain); and greater increase of sway power within medium-high frequencies (0.5–1.0 Hz) [18] in postural sway variables that indicate lower stability control.

Understanding and properly performing stability and balance training in patients require complete knowledge of the sources of patients’ postural problems. Postural control systems contain a complex organization that controls the orientation and the equilibrium of the body during upright stance. Additionally, control of posture involves different underlying physiological systems and depends on six contexts: (1) biomechanical task constraints, (2) movement strategies, (3) sensory strategies, (4) orientation in space, (5) control of dynamics, and (6) cognitive processing [19–20]. Sources of sensory afferents that seem to contribute to postural control include (1) proprioception, (2) vestibular, and (3) visual systems [3]. Pathological or subclinical constraints in patients with DN are due to distinct, context-specific instabilities such as movement [4] and sensory (somatosensory) strategies [20]. Reactive movement strategies help patients develop coordinated multijoint movement, and sensory strategies help patients to select appropriate sensory information for postural control [21]. Ankle and hip reactive movement strategies can be used to return the body to equilibrium and keep the feet in place. When persons stand on a firm surface, ankle strategy maintains balance with small movements of sway, like an inverted pendulum. Hip strategy controls the quick and narrow movements of the COM when a person stands on a narrow or compliant surface that allows inadequate ankle torque [4]. Retraining reactive movement strategies involves exposing the patients to external perturbations that vary in direction, speed, and amplitude [21].

While some well-performed studies have described the effects of balance training on patients with DN [13,22–24], few investigations have attempted to mitigate the context-specific postural instability problem in this population [24–25]. Some studies, however, have reported on the correlation between balance training and visual external feedback. This training was used to improve the dynamic balance and sensory integration capabilities of elderly adults with a history of falls [26] and was helpful for frail older women [27] and elderly women living in residential care [28]. It also has been preferred to home-based balance training [29]. Furthermore, static-standing steadiness can be trained effectively through weight-bearing biofeedback [30], and visually guided weight-shifting training can improve standing balance control of static balance in elderly women [31]. Because patients with DN are often older and have instability symptoms similar to those of elderly people [32], we suspected that a balance-training program with external visual biofeedback developed for the elderly might also improve balance in patients with DN.

To rehabilitate balance effectively in patients with DN, one must consider the subclinical constraints imposed by altered somatosensation and disordered balance relative to normal CNS strategies. In light of these concerns, a physical therapy team must encourage patients with DN to compensate by using the somatosensory system and ankle proprioception [4]. For instance, training with respect to sensory, ankle, and hip strategies appears to be useful for improving patients with DN impaired somatosensory subclinical constraints. In this way, the Biodex stability system (BSS) (Biodex 945-302, Biodex Medical Systems Inc; Shirley, New York) presents a system that can provide specific ankle and hip postural strategy training with external visual biofeedback as a guide to improve the impaired subclinical constraints of patients with DN [26].

In the present study, we hypothesized that effective balance training should treat context-specific instabilities of postural control of patients with DN. In other words,
our balance training methods borrowed from reactive
movement strategies and sensory strategies to provoke
somatosensory information regarding the guiding contribu-
tions of external visual biofeedback. For this purpose,
the physical therapy team asked the patients with DN in
this study to control perturbations due to the instability and
gravity effects of an unstable platform based on targets
providing external visual biofeedback for balance training.
These targets cued slow and small movements to provoke
ankle strategy, and they indicated fast and large move-
ments to activate hip strategy. We planned to observe the
use of these strategies when patients with DN attempted to
tilt the unstable platform following guidance target cues
and in the context of coincidental gravity perturbations
induced by the unstable platform that influenced body
equilibrium.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants

A group of 19 neuropathic patients with type 2 dia-
betes was recruited for a quasi-experimental time-series
study. A physical medicine physician assessed neuropa-
thies of patients using nerve conduction velocity tests
(Table 1). Patient inclusion criteria were patient age
(between 40 and 70 years old), duration of time suffering
from controlled type 2 diabetes (>5 years), patient fasting
blood sugar test result (>110 mg/dL), Valk neuropathy
score (>2), and Snellen chart score (>16/20). Participants
were excluded from this study if they had retinopathy,
scars under their feet, hypotension, autonomic neuropathy,
or any orthopedic or neurological impairment related
to balance performance. They were also excluded if they
had prior experience with balance training using the BSS,
force platform, and the task.

Assessments and Measurements

This study included a 3-week baseline, followed with
an evaluation (time effect) by training over 3 weeks with
reevaluation (training effect) (Figure 1). The first evalua-
tion included descriptive information such as age, sex,
height, weight, body mass index (BMI), Valk score, dia-
betic history, and postural strategy assessments with
BSS scores and force platform assessments. After the
first 3-week period, patients were evaluated for the sec-
ond time with Valk score and postural strategy assess-
ments. The third evaluation again included Valk score
and postural strategy assessments after the patients had
been trained by Biodex balance exercises in the second
3-week period.

Neuropathy was assessed by a nerve-conduction
velocity test. For this purpose, the amplitude and latency
of the sensory (sural) and motor (proneal and tibial)
nerves were recorded. The motor or sensory nerve con-
duction velocity of 39 m/s was adopted as the lower limit
(cutoff value: below average = 2 standard deviation [SD]
of the normal range) [16,33].

The Valk polyneuropathy score assessed the severity
of neuropathy based on the frequency of symptom occur-
rence. This instrument is a 10-item sensory polyneuropa-
thy score that has two different subdimensions to
evaluate the sensory alteration and neuropathic pain that
comprise part of the diabetic symptoms checklist-type 2.

Table 1.
Patients’ (N = 19) baseline descriptive and demographic characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Descriptive Information</th>
<th>Patients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>12 women and 7 men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (yr)</td>
<td>56.00 ± 8.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (cm)</td>
<td>164.52 ± 5.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>76.52 ± 12.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body Mass Index (kg/m²)</td>
<td>28.33 ± 4.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetic History (yr)</td>
<td>11.84 ± 6.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Values are mean ± standard deviation.

![Figure 1. Flow chart for method of recruiting and assessing patients for balance training.](image-url)
We reported the construct validity between symptom severity and nerve fiber function (Pearson correlations) and confirmed the reproducibility of this instrument by test-retest correlation coefficients of the assessments of the severity of sensory alteration complaints and neuropathic pain (0.89 and 0.85) [34].

Standing balance control scores were acquired from BSS (Figure 2). The Biodex balance system uses a circular platform that is free to move about the anterior-posterior (AP) and medial-lateral (ML) directions simultaneously. Also, one can change the stability of the platform by varying the resistance force applied to the platform by underside springs. The springs’ forces are adjustable to preset resistance levels that determine the difficulty levels of BSS. This device measures the degree of tilt about each axis of ML and AP during dynamic conditions by two under-platform potentiometers that record tilting. Its movable balance platform provides up to 20° of surface tilt in a 360° range of motion. The platform is connected to computer software (Biodex, Version 3.1; Biodex Medical Systems) that enables the device to be used objectively for assessing balance. The BSS provides information more specifically on ankle joint movements. The BSS calculates overall stability index (OSI) from the degrees of tilt about the AP and ML axes and separately calculates ML stability index (MLSI) and AP stability index (APSI) (a high score in the indexes indicates poor balance [35]) by

\[ \text{OSI} = \sqrt{\frac{\sum(0-Y)^2 + \sum(0-X)^2}{\text{samples}}} , \]

\[ \text{APSI} = \sqrt{\frac{\sum(0-Y)^2}{\text{samples}}} , \]

\[ \text{MLSI} = \sqrt{\frac{\sum(0-X)^2}{\text{samples}}} , \]

where \( Y \) = the tilt angle of tilt board in the ML direction and \( X \) = the tilt angle of tilt board in the AP direction.

At first, the therapy team familiarized the patients with the device. For the familiarization trial, patients stood on the platform with their hands at their sides while maintaining a comfortable knee angle. Then in this position, the stability platform was unlocked to allow motion. The team then instructed the patients to adjust feet positions until they found a position at which they were able to maintain a moving point in the center or near the center of the circles, with the difficulty level of 8 (the balance test is most difficult when the platform provides the least resistance to tilting and is therefore the least stable). The difficulty level of 8 is the easiest level that has the most resistance to the unstable platform. Next, the platform was locked and the feet placement was recorded and saved for assessing trials in all testing sessions. To achieve indexes from each patient, we asked them to complete three trials with visual biofeedback and three trials without visual biofeedback. Each trial lasted 30 s, with the difficulty level of 8, and followed the same method as the familiarization trial [35]. In the study by Schmitz and Arnold, they reported an intrater reliability of 0.80 for the APSI, 0.43 for the MLSI,
and 0.82 for the OSI by using a decreasing stability protocol from level 8 to level 1 >30 s [36].

Force platform measurements (Kistler 9286BA; Winterthur, Switzerland) were used for evaluating the quantification of fluctuations in the COP. The COP is the single point location of the ground reaction force vector [37]. The reliability of COP measures was studied by Lin et al., who reported intraclass correlation values for AP and ML direction for within-day (0.57 and 0.77) and between-day (0.57 and 0.56) measurements for median power frequency [38]. To assess patients in an upright stance, we instructed the patients to stand as still as possible on a force platform. We asked them to place their heels next to each other, making a 30° angle between the medial borders of their feet and then to look straight ahead to the marker 1.5 m away while comfortably hanging their arms at their sides. Six successive trials were conducted consisting of three trials with open eyes and three trials with closed eyes. Each trial lasted 30 s, and the sampling rate was 50 Hz. The rest period between each trial was 2 minutes. The signals were filtered with a zero-lag Butterworth low-pass filter at 5 Hz. For the present study, we reported the mean and median of frequency (f) of COP signals (higher mean and median frequencies indicate better balance performance [12]) according to

\[
\text{f mean}_\text{AP} = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{n} f \cdot \text{PSD}(x)_j}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} \text{PSD}(x)_j},
\]

\[
\text{f mean}_\text{ML} = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{n} f \cdot \text{PSD}(y)_j}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} \text{PSD}(y)_j},
\]

\[
\text{f med}_\text{AP} = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{\text{med}} \text{PSD}(x)}{\sum_{j=1}^{\text{med}} 1/2 \cdot \text{PSD}(x)} = \frac{1}{2},
\]

\[
\text{f med}_\text{ML} = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{\text{med}} \text{PSD}(y)}{\sum_{j=1}^{\text{med}} 1/2 \cdot \text{PSD}(y)} = \frac{1}{2},
\]

where med = median, n = the total number of samples, y = the coordinates of COP in the ML direction, x = coordinates of COP in the AP direction, fft = the fast Fourier transformation, and PSD = power spectral density.

In this study, we included force platform evaluations to avoid training and learning effect of BSS. Also, almost all BSS balance training practices (except standing practice with covered biofeedback) had different approaches from testing. Additionally, with respect to the progressions toward less stable levels in every session and practices, we could claim that they were completely different.

**Task Trainings**

We conducted standing balance trainings by using BSS for 10 sessions in 3 weeks, every session lasting 30 minutes with a 1-day interval and the same standing method and feet placement of the familiarization trial. At the beginning of each session, we tested patients’ blood sugar level using an ACCU-CHEK glucometer (Roche Diagnostics; Indianapolis, Indiana) to be over 7.8 mmol/L to control hyper- or hypoglycemia. Trainings consisted of two limits of stability, three weight shiftings with visual-external biofeedback practices, and one standing practice with covered biofeedback. All trainings progressed from easy to difficult, with the stability level decreasing through sessions. Investigators adjusted level progressions according to the patients’ ability and assigned limits (Table 2).

Throughout the study, investigators allowed the patients to find the best strategy for standing on the BSS platform, which perturbed patients by means of gravity and unstable platform. Although gravity is constant, equilibrium is unstable and small fluctuations are seen in balance measures [39]. Despite the effect of gravity, the unstable platform would use sensory and reactive movement strategies [21,40].

**Sample Size Calculation**

According to the studies by Biodex Corporation, OSI for a nondisabled age-matched group was 2.15 ± 0.75 (http://www.biodex.com/rehab/balance/balance_440feat.htm#description) compared with 2.53 ± 0.85 in patients with DN in our study. With respect to improvement of patients with DN in their OSI from 2.53 to 1.58 after balance trainings, the effect size was 0.7. Therefore, assuming the effect size of 0.5 (medium) to have a larger group of study, a significant $\alpha = 0.05$, and a statistical nominal power of 0.88, we needed 19 participants to test these relationships as indicated in Cohen’s table [41].

**Data Analyses**

We analyzed the patients’ normal distribution baseline means with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. We performed repeated measure analysis of variance (ANOVA)
to test mean differences in three sessions of assessments. Mean differences of each pair of sessions were compared with the least significant difference (LSD) test. We used the paired t-test to compare the pure effects of trainings (Figure 3), which included the differences between paired sessions of trials with and without biofeedback conditions with BSS assessments as well as between open or closed eyes conditions in force platform assessments. SPSS version 15 (SPSS Inc; Chicago, Illinois) was used for all statistical analyses.

RESULTS

All patients performed training without any complications and agreed to the use of their training data. Kolmogorov-Smirnov analysis of normality showed that data distribution assessments of all three sessions were normal.

Valk Neuropathy Severity Scores

Mean ± SD of the scores of three sessions (Table 3) showed reduction in the Valk scores of the third session. Repeated measure ANOVA indicated that within-subject effects failed to reach significance (p = 0.07).

Biodex Stability System Indexes

The mean BSS indexes and their SDs from three sessions (Table 3) showed reductions for OSI in both with or without visual feedback conditions (2.53 to 1.58, 3.67 to 2.60), MLSI (1.57 to 1.21, 1.96 to 1.57), and APSI (2.10 to 1.55, 3.15 to 2.15) in the third session of assessments. In the first step, repeated measure ANOVA indicated that
within-subject effects reached significant differences for OSI in both with and without visual feedback conditions \( (p < 0.001, p < 0.001) \), MLSI \( (p < 0.001, p = 0.02) \), and APSI \( (p < 0.001, p < 0.001) \). In the second step, the LSD test indicated significant differences with visual feedback for OSI, MLSI, and APSI between the second and third assessment sessions \( (p = 0.001, p = 0.006, p = 0.001) \) and failed to reach any significant differences between the first and second assessment sessions \( (p = 0.97, p = 0.05, p = 0.45) \). Paired \( t \)-test analysis showed no significant differences between the pure effects of trainings in BSS assessments with biofeedback and without biofeedback conditions for OSI, MLSI, and APSI \( (p = 0.21, p = 0.20, p = 0.78) \).

**Force Platform Variables**

The mean ± SD of force platform variables increased in the mean and median of frequency of COP signals for either open or closed eyes conditions in the third session of assessments (Table 3). Repeated measure ANOVA indicated that within-subject effects of open eyes conditions reached significant differences for the ML mean and median of frequency \( (p = 0.005, p = 0.01) \) but failed to reach any significant differences for the AP mean and median of frequency \( (p = 0.18, p = 0.21) \). This

### Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>First Session</th>
<th>Second Session</th>
<th>Third Session</th>
<th>( F )-Value</th>
<th>( p )-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Valk Score</td>
<td>15.05 ± 7.20</td>
<td>15.05 ± 7.20</td>
<td>13.47 ± 6.09</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WB-OSI</td>
<td>2.73 ± 0.73</td>
<td>2.53 ± 0.85</td>
<td>1.58 ± 0.36</td>
<td>23.84</td>
<td>&lt;0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WB-APSI</td>
<td>2.21 ± 0.63</td>
<td>2.10 ± 0.78</td>
<td>1.55 ± 0.31</td>
<td>13.99</td>
<td>&lt;0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WB-MLSI</td>
<td>1.78 ± 0.49</td>
<td>1.57 ± 0.40</td>
<td>1.21 ± 0.27</td>
<td>24.77</td>
<td>&lt;0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWB-OSI</td>
<td>3.69 ± 1.25</td>
<td>3.67 ± 1.19</td>
<td>2.60 ± 1.78</td>
<td>12.68</td>
<td>&lt;0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWB-APSI</td>
<td>3.14 ± 1.18</td>
<td>3.15 ± 1.14</td>
<td>2.15 ± 0.80</td>
<td>10.66</td>
<td>&lt;0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWB-MLSI</td>
<td>2.10 ± 0.68</td>
<td>1.96 ± 0.55</td>
<td>1.57 ± 0.51</td>
<td>4.68</td>
<td>0.02*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean fr XO</td>
<td>0.27 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.29 ± 0.08</td>
<td>0.30 ± 0.08</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean fr XC</td>
<td>0.34 ± 0.09</td>
<td>0.35 ± 0.09</td>
<td>0.36 ± 0.07</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean fr YO</td>
<td>0.26 ± 0.07</td>
<td>0.27 ± 0.07</td>
<td>0.32 ± 0.59</td>
<td>6.21</td>
<td>0.005*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean fr YC</td>
<td>0.32 ± 0.08</td>
<td>0.33 ± 0.09</td>
<td>0.35 ± 0.08</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Med fr XO</td>
<td>0.14 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.15 ± 0.07</td>
<td>0.18 ± 0.07</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Med fr XC</td>
<td>0.21 ± 0.08</td>
<td>0.21 ± 0.07</td>
<td>0.22 ± 0.09</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Med fr YO</td>
<td>0.15 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.14 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.18 ± 0.04</td>
<td>5.21</td>
<td>0.01*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Med fr YC</td>
<td>0.18 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.19 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.21 ± 0.06</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\*Statistically significant differences between sessions \( p < 0.05 \).

APSI = anterior-posterior stability index, Mean fr = mean frequency (Hz), Med fr = median frequency (Hz), MLSI = medial-lateral stability index, NWB = without biofeedback tests, OSI = overall stability index, WB = with biofeedback tests, XC = anterior-posterior direction with closed eyes, XO = anterior-posterior direction with open eyes, YC = medial-lateral direction with closed eyes, YO = medial-lateral direction with open eyes.
analysis did not reveal differences in the closed eyes condition for the AP mean and median of frequency \((p = 0.43, p = 0.92)\) or the ML mean and median of frequency \((p = 0.21, p = 0.23)\). The LSD test indicated significant differences for the open eyes: ML mean and the median of frequency of COP signals between the second and third paired sessions \((p = 0.02, p = 0.005)\), and the first to third \((p = 0.009, p = 0.04)\) but failed to reach any significant differences between the first and second paired sessions \((p = 0.63, p = 0.26)\). Paired \(t\)-test analysis showed no significant differences between the pure effects of trainings in mean and median of frequency analysis between the assessment conditions of closed and open eyes in the AP \((p = 0.88, p = 0.91)\) and ML directions \((p = 0.62, p = 0.39)\).

**DISCUSSION**

In the present study, we hypothesized that effective balance trainings should treat context-specific instabilities of postural control of patients with DN by placing more emphasis on somatosensory information in balance training. By means of these trainings, our balance training methods borrowed from reactive movement strategies and sensory strategies for evoking somatosensory information regarding the guiding contributions of external visual biofeedback. In this study, patients with DN improved their BSS assessment scores and force platform evaluations with open eyes in the ML sway direction. Importantly, the Valk severity score did not show any significant difference in the severity of DN in the process of trainings and assessments, indicating that the better balance performance in patients with DN was not the consequence of any changes in the severity of neuropathy.

Clinical constraints in patients with DN are due to distinct, context-specific instabilities such as movement strategies (hip and ankle) [4] and sensory strategies (specifically somatosensory) [20]. Movement studies have shown that ankle strategy is responsible for slow and small movements of the COM at low velocities but that hip strategy controls larger movements of the COM at higher velocities [21]. Investigation of the sources of instability in patients with DN has shown the need to rehabilitate their somatosensory system and ankle movement strategy [4]. In our study, we conducted retraining reactive balance control in patients with DN by instructing them to control perturbations due to gravity and platform instability [21]. For instance, training sessions composed of small and large self-initiated movements of a platform were guided by external visual biofeedback that was noted to recruit proprioceptive inputs to process sensory strategies during training sessions. While standing on an unstable platform, patients with DN countered with gravity perturbations that influenced body equilibrium by using the strategies based on the targets in the feedback screen to guide the unstable platform.

We added force platform analysis to confirm better balance performance of patients with DN in situations distinct from biofeedback training. The studies with the force platform indicated that stiffness control in the AP direction of quiet standing is located at the plantar flexors and in the ML direction is centered in the hip abductor and adductors. Also, in the side-by-side stance, the ankle muscles control the AP balance while hip muscles control the ML balance [42]. Studies of patients with DN demonstrate that they are less stable in the ML direction of postural sway parameters [10]. The biomechanical and sensory problems of these patients at the ankle level lead to compensation with the more readily available postural control information at the hip level. This control information increases patient sensitivity to information in the ML axis [4]. Furthermore, several studies have introduced lateral instability as a marker of impaired balance control in older persons [43] and in patients with DN [44]. This instability implies that reliance on the hip joint does not improve postural control but can increase the amount of sway with lower mean frequency during standing in the ML direction [45]. The same study showed that a higher frequency of COP signals from the force platform represents better postural control [45]. Thus, the significant higher open-eyes median and mean frequency values of postural sway in the ML direction that our subjects exhibited after training indicate better balance performance and showed that balance training allowed patients to regain control of a degree of freedom of their hip joints. These results are consistent with the findings of Nagy et al., who studied elderly subjects who participated in combined biweekly training for 8 weeks in 4 min sessions [46]. Their exercise program included combinations of lower-limb strength and flexibility exercises, static and dynamic balance exercises, and walking as an aerobic activity. Their balance confidence and control of ML balance in response to the 8 weeks training improved, and the higher ML direction frequency power exhibited after the training may indicate better balance performance [46].
The statistically improved BSS results we found are consistent with results of other studies that introduced balance training as a useful method for improving balance. Rose and Clark implemented an 8-week balance intervention with computerized biofeedback training for older fallers and measured the dynamic postural control and sensory organization before and after balance training [26]. The dynamic balance and sensory integration capabilities of the intervention group improved significantly, indicating that rehabilitation programs could concurrently and significantly improve the control of bodily orientation of older adults with a previous history of falls in both static and dynamic action environments [26]. Sihvonen et al. examined the effects of 4-week visual-feedback-based balance training on the fall incidence during a 1-year follow-up among frail older women living in residential care [27–28]. They concluded that visual feedback-based balance training has been shown to be a promising method for fall prevention among frail older women [27–28]. Another investigation that confirmed the effectiveness of BSS balance training was the study of Lindemann et al., who compared the effectiveness of computer-assisted balance training with a home-based exercise program in nondisabled elderly subjects [29]. The study showed that computer-assisted balance training, even if focused on one motor skill, was more effective than a home-based exercise program [29]. Nardone et al. confirmed that balance rehabilitation with either specific physical exercises or a powered platform is effective in patients with balance disorders of neuropathic origin; thus, they contribute to increasing stability and potentially decreasing the risk of falling in patients with neuropathy [47]. Also, Nardone et al. showed that sinusoidal perturbation during a dynamic task provides larger sensory inputs and may supplement lower-limb sensitivity [48]. The results of Mattacola and Lloyd revealed that manual muscle strengthening and proprioception training for the plantar flexor, dorsiflexor, inversion, and eversion muscle groups for three times a week improve the ability to balance and increase proprioception after balance training [24]. The unilateral, multilevel, static, and dynamic balance training program three times a week for 4 weeks also effectively improved joint proprioception and single-leg standing ability in subjects with unstable and nonimpaired ankles [49]. These studies showed that balance training is a useful method to improve balance in frail and nondisabled elderly people and confirmed our results, which show the effectiveness of balance training in patients with DN.

Having patients with DN focus on external visual biofeedback allows them to use more sensory strategies during training with an unstable platform. Some studies have confirmed the effectiveness of external visual biofeedback and have explained that focusing on the movement effect promotes an automatic mode of movement control [50–52]. An internal focus (active control of the body movements) is thought to disrupt automatic processes of normal movement control [52,53].

In our study, we found no significant differences between the pure effects of training, indicating that the balance performance of patients with DN improved in assessments with and without biofeedback as well as in assessments with open and closed eyes. Although patients with DN had similar improvement trends in balance control in the open and closed eyes conditions and the AP and ML directions, they improved significantly only in the open eyes ML-direction assessments, not under the closed eyes conditions.

Finally, the balance performance of patients with DN improved with a plan of balance training that paid attention to the disordered balance subclinical constraints and was intended to rehabilitate their somatosensory system at the ankle and hip levels. Furthermore, despite the improvements in all the BSS indexes, force platform analysis only improved in the open eyes-ML direction, a result that could be due to task-specific training.

In our assessments, we were limited to separate assessments of the somatosensory and vestibular systems. Thus, we could not estimate the unique role of each sensory modality in improving postural control. Moreover, we were limited in our assessment of clinical improvements. Furthermore, patients with BMI > 40 were excluded since we could not distinguish between postural adaptations due to DN and those due to obesity [54]. Furthermore, we had to eliminate the control group because neuropathy in each patient has its specific pattern. It was therefore difficult to match two groups of patients with DN with the same pattern of neuropathy, because the Valk score only summarized the levels of neuropathy. To solve this problem, we selected a time-series quasi-experimental study as the optimal study method. In future work, a lower and more difficult level of BSS assessments may be useful for understanding the potential balance performance of patients with DN at those levels.
CONCLUSIONS

Our findings support the hypothesis that training using sensory and reactive movement strategies with external visual feedback improves standing postural control in patients with DN by modifying the subclinical constraints that contribute to disordered balance. Thus, we suggest this approach for balance training of patients with DN to improve balance performance in this population.
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